Walk-in-Interview

As a part of the implementation of Cyber Crime prevention Against Women and Children (CCPWC Project), Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) has accorded sanction for the appointment of Junior Cyber Forensic Consultant. Therefore the candidates who possess the prescribed qualifications may appear for the interview on 05.09.2019 from 10.am to 5.pm.at kerala Police Accademy, Ramavarmapuram,Thirssur along with resume,credentials/certificates. The details are furnished below.

Name of post: Consultants for Cyber Forensic Training
No. of positions: 02(Two)
Duration: Initially for a period of 01(one) year or co-terminus with the project whichever is earlier

Educational Qualification:
1. Full time 1st Class BE/B-Tech in computer Science/ Electronics & Communications (ECE) /Information Technology/MCA
And
2. Full time 1st class M.E/M.Tech/MS in computer Science/Cyber Forensics & Information Security/Cryptography or equivalent

Required Knowledge and Skill Set:
. Basic Knowledge of Windows/Unix/Linux OS
. Knowledge of topics on cyber security / information security
. Knowledge of Cyber Laws
. Exposure to cyber Crime Investigation & Analysis with cyber forensics tools like Encase, FTK, Autopsy, Cyber Check, Cellibrite UFEDD, Oxygen, XRY, Mobilecheck,MPE+, paraben, NeSA, ProDiscover, volatility frame work, Cryptool, Winhex, Camouflage Tableau tools etc.
. Good interpersonal skills and ability to work in a team
. Oral Communication Skill to work as a trainer